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Designed as a text for the students of various
engineering streams such as electronics/electrical
engineering, electronics and communication engineering,
computer science and engineering, IT, instrumentation
and control and mechanical engineering, this well-written
text provides an introduction to electronic devices and
circuits. It introduces to the readers electronic circuit
analysis and design techniques with emphasis on the
operation and use of semiconductor devices. It covers
principles of operation, the characteristics and
applications of fundamental electronic devices such as pn junction diodes, bipolar junction transistors (BJTs), and
field effect transistors (FETs), and special purpose
diodes and transistors. In its second edition, the book
includes a new chapter on “special purpose devices”.
What distinguishes this text is that it explains the
concepts and applications of the subject in such a way
that even an average student will be able to understand
working of electronic devices, analyze, design and
simulate electronic circuits. This comprehensive book
provides: • A large number of solved examples. •
Summary highlighting the important points in the chapter.
• A number of Review Questions at the end of each
chapter. • A fairly large number of unsolved problems
with answers.
Unlike books currently on the market, this book attempts
to satisfy two goals: combine circuits and electronics into
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a single, unified treatment, and establish a strong
connection with the contemporary world of digital
systems. It will introduce a new way of looking not only at
the treatment of circuits, but also at the treatment of
introductory coursework in engineering in general. Using
the concept of ''abstraction,'' the book attempts to form a
bridge between the world of physics and the world of
large computer systems. In particular, it attempts to unify
electrical engineering and computer science as the art of
creating and exploiting successive abstractions to
manage the complexity of building useful electrical
systems. Computer systems are simply one type of
electrical systems. +Balances circuits theory with
practical digital electronics applications. +Illustrates
concepts with real devices. +Supports the popular
circuits and electronics course on the MIT OpenCourse
Ware from which professionals worldwide study this new
approach. +Written by two educators well known for their
innovative teaching and research and their collaboration
with industry. +Focuses on contemporary MOS
technology.
Richard Jaeger and Travis Blalock present a balanced
coverage of analog and digital circuits; students will
develop a comprehensive understanding of the basic
techniques of modern electronic circuit design, analog
and digital, discrete and integrated. A broad spectrum of
topics are included in Microelectronic Circuit Design
which gives the professor the option to easily select and
customize the material to satisfy a two-semester or threequarter sequence in electronics. Jaeger/Blalock
emphasizes design through the use of design examples
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and design notes. Excellent pedagogical elements
include chapter opening vignettes, chapter objectives,
“Electronics in Action” boxes, a problem-solving
methodology, and "Design Note” boxes. The use of the
well-defined problem-solving methodology presented in
this text can significantly enhance an engineer’s ability
to understand the issues related to design. The design
examples assist in building and understanding the
design process.
Praise for CMOS: Circuit Design, Layout, and
SimulationRevised Second Edition from the Technical
Reviewers "A refreshing industrial flavor. Design
concepts are presented as they are needed for 'just-intime' learning. Simulating and designing circuits using
SPICE is emphasized with literally hundreds of
examples. Very few textbooks contain as much detail as
this one. Highly recommended!" --Paul M. Furth, New
Mexico State University "This book builds a solid
knowledge of CMOS circuit design from the ground up.
With coverage of process integration, layout, analog and
digital models, noise mechanisms, memory circuits,
references, amplifiers, PLLs/DLLs, dynamic circuits, and
data converters, the text is an excellent reference for
both experienced and novice designers alike." --Tyler J.
Gomm, Design Engineer, Micron Technology, Inc. "The
Second Edition builds upon the success of the first with
new chapters that cover additional material such as
oversampled converters and non-volatile memories. This
is becoming the de facto standard textbook to have on
every analog and mixed-signal designer's bookshelf."
--Joe Walsh, Design Engineer, AMI Semiconductor
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CMOS circuits from design to implementation CMOS:
Circuit Design, Layout, and Simulation, Revised Second
Edition covers the practical design of both analog and
digital integrated circuits, offering a vital, contemporary
view of a wide range of analog/digital circuit blocks, the
BSIM model, data converter architectures, and much
more. This edition takes a two-path approach to the
topics: design techniques are developed for both longand short-channel CMOS technologies and then
compared. The results are multidimensional explanations
that allow readers to gain deep insight into the design
process. Features include: Updated materials to reflect
CMOS technology's movement into nanometer sizes
Discussions on phase- and delay-locked loops, mixedsignal circuits, data converters, and circuit noise More
than 1,000 figures, 200 examples, and over 500 end-ofchapter problems In-depth coverage of both analog and
digital circuit-level design techniques Real-world process
parameters and design rules The book's Web site,
CMOSedu.com, provides: solutions to the book's
problems; additional homework problems without
solutions; SPICE simulation examples using HSPICE,
LTspice, and WinSpice; layout tools and examples for
actually fabricating a chip; and videos to aid learning

For some time there has been a need for a
semiconductor device book that carries diode and
transistor theory beyond an introductory level and
yet has space to touch on a wider range of
semiconductor device principles and applica tions.
Such topics are covered in specialized monographs
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numbering many hun dreds, but the voluminous
nature of this literature limits access for students.
This book is the outcome of attempts to develop a
broad course on devices and integrated electronics
for university students at about senior-year level.
The edu cational prerequisites are an introductory
course in semiconductor junction and transistor
concepts, and a course on analog and digital circuits
that has intro duced the concepts of rectification,
amplification, oscillators, modulation and logic and
SWitching circuits. The book should also be of value
to professional engineers and physicists because of
both, the information included and the de tailed
guide to the literature given by the references. The
aim has been to bring some measure of order into
the subject area examined and to provide a basic
structure from which teachers may develop themes
that are of most interest to students and themselves.
Semiconductor devices and integrated circuits are
reviewed and fundamental factors that control power
levels, frequency, speed, size and cost are
discussed. The text also briefly mentions how
devices are used and presents circuits and
comments on representative applications. Thus, the
book seeks a balance be tween the extremes of
device physics and circuit design.
A new chapter on Applications of Diodes. Provides
essential understanding of the internal behavior and
characteristics of electron/ semiconductor devices.
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Low and high frequency responses covered
separately. Pedagogy includes: 90 solved problems
534 pract.
This book is intended as a text for a first course in
Electronic Devices and Circuits for the electrical
engineering/ECE/EEE students. Its objective is to
present a clear, consistent picture of the internal
physical behavior of many electronic devices and to
teach how to analyze and design electronic circuits
using these devices.
Fundamentals of Microelectronics, 2nd Edition is
designed to build a strong foundation in both design
and analysis of electronic circuits this text offers
conceptual understanding and mastery of the
material by using modern examples to motivate and
prepare readers for advanced courses and their
careers. The books unique problem-solving
framework enables readers to deconstruct complex
problems into components that they are familiar with
which builds the confidence and intuitive skills
needed for success.
The book provides elementary treatment on construction,
functioning, characteristics and applications of semiconductor
devices. The treatment emphasizes on developing clear
understanding of the device functionality.
Analog Circuit Design
Very successful introductory electronics book. Features
include effective pedagogical use of second color, flexible
organization, devices fully covered in one place so that circuit
characteristics are developed early. Hallmarks of the previous
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edition, such as breadth and depth of coverage, current and
practical information, and coordination of the physical
understanding of electronics with a theoretical, mathematical
basis, have been retained.
Now in its second edition, Electronic Communications
Systems provides electronics technologists with an
extraordinarily complete, accurate, and timely introduction to
all of the state-of-the-art technologies used in the
communications field today. Comprehensive coverage
includes traditional analog systems, as well as modern digital
techniques. Extensive discussion of today's modern wireless
systems - including cellular, radio, paging systems, and
wireless data networks - is also included. In addition, sections
on data communication and the internet, high-definition
television, and fiber optics have been updated in this edition
to enable readers to keep pace with the latest technological
advancements. A block-diagram approach is emphasized
throughout the book, with circuits included when helpful to
lead readers to an understanding of fundamental principles.
Instructive, step-by-step examples using MultiSIMâ„¢, in
addition to those that use actual equipment and current
manufacturer's specifications, are also included. Knowledge
of basic algebra and trigonometry is assumed, yet no calculus
is required.

This compendium on healthy living from the trusted
Mayo Clinic organization combines two home health
books into one must-have resource. Anyone looking to
improve health in a safe, smart, innovative, and
minimally-invasive way will want this guide. The book
teaches what integrative medicine is„the medical
movement to incorporate treatments that were once
thought questionable but now are scientifically proven to
work into everyday therapies, combining those
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alternative methods with traditional medicine to produce
best results. The book offers a revolutionary approach to
healing by highlighting ways that integrative medicine
addresses not only the physical body but also the mind
and spirit. With this trifold view of wellness in mind, the
book covers topics like meditation, homeopathy,
acupuncture, reflexology, herbs and supplements, and
more, giving readers new solutions to their health issues.
Detailed coverage of the building blocks of pulse and
digital circuits. Comprehensively dealt with chapters on
wide-band amplifier, clipping & clamping circuit,
comparators, time base generators etc. Transient
characteristics is discussed with emphasis o.
This book is meant for the undergraduate students of
Electronics, Electrical, Instrumentation and Computer
Science Engineering for the courses on Basic
Electronics/Electronic Devices and Circuits. It gives
detailed description of the operation and characteristics
of modern active and passive electronic devices. Logical
organization of the chapters, simple language, wide
variety of problems with their step by step solutions for
every concept makes this book a perfect offering on the
subject.
Analog Circuit Design contains the contribution of 18
experts from the 13th International Workshop on
Advances in Analog Circuit Design. It is number 13 in the
successful series of Analog Circuit Design. It provides 18
excellent overviews of analog circuit design in: Sensor
and Actuator Interfaces, Integrated High-Voltage
Electronics and Power Management, and Low-Power
and High-Resolution ADC’s. Analog Circuit Design is an
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essential reference source for analog circuits designers
and researchers wishing to keep abreast with the latest
developments in the field. The tutorial coverage also
makes it suitable for use in an advanced design course.
This junior-level electronics text provides a foundation for
analyzing and designing analog and digital electronic
circuits. Computer analysis and design are recognized
as significant factors in electronics throughout the book.
The use of computer tools is presented carefully,
alongside the important hand analysis and calculations.
The author, Don Neamen, has many years experience
as an enginering educator and an engineer. His
experience shines through each chapter of the book, rich
with realistic examples and practical rules of thumb. The
book is divided into three parts. Part 1 covers
semiconductor devices and basic circuit applications.
Part 2 covers more advanced topics in analog
electronics, and Part 3 considers digital electronic
circuits.
The second edition of this well-received text continues to
provide a coherent and comprehensive coverage of
Pulse and Digital Circuits, suitable as a textbook for use
by undergraduate students pursuing courses in Electrical
and Electronics Engineering, Electronics and
Communication Engineering, Electronics and
Instrumentation Engineering, and Telecommunication
Engineering. It presents clear explanations of the
operation and analysis of semiconductor pulse circuits.
Practical pulse circuit design methods are investigated in
detail. The book provides numerous fully worked-out,
laboratory-tested examples to give students a solid
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grounding in the related design concepts. It includes a
number of classroom-tested problems to encourage
students to apply theory in a logical fashion. Review
questions, fill in the blanks, and multiple choice
questions offer the students the opportunity to test their
understanding of the text material. This text will be also
appropriate for self-study by AMIE and IETE students.
NEW TO THIS EDITION : • Includes two new
chapters—Logic Gates and Logic Families—to meet the
curriculum requirements. • Provides short questions with
answers at the end of each chapter. • Presents several
new illustrations, examples and exercises
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